abstract Keywords: Separated representations, Finite sums decomposition, Error estimation, Curse of dimensionality High dimensional models Fine modeling of the structure and mechanics of materials from the nanometric to the micrometric scales uses descriptions ranging from quantum to statistical mechanics. Most of these models consist of a partial differential equation defined in a highly multidimensional domain (e.g. Schrodinger equation, FokkerPlanck equations among many others). The main challenge related to these models is their associated curse of dimensionality. We proposed in some of our former works a new strategy able to circumvent the curse of dimensionality based on the use of separated representations (also known as finite sums decomposition). This technique proceeds by computing at each iteration a new sum that consists of a product of functions each one defined in one of the model coordinates. The issue related to error estimation has never been addressed. This paper presents a first attempt on the accuracy evaluation of such a kind of discretization techniques.
Introduction
Models encountered in computational physics and engineering at the nanometric and micrometric scales usually involve too many coordinates that include the physical ones x, time t and different conformation coordinates whose nature depends on the problem under consideration. The interested reader can refer to [8] for a survey on such models.
We proposed in some of our former works [2, 3] a separated representation strategy able to circumvent the curse of dimensionality that those models involve. Its simpler version was analyzed from a numerical analysis point of view in [13] . Thus, given a model involving the unknown field Ψ(x 1 , x 2 , ⋯, x D ), with (x 1 , x 2 ,⋯,
where the dimension of the model is DIM = ∑ j= 1 j= D d j .
Obviously, if a mesh is defined in each domain Ω i consisting of N n i nodes, the whole mesh of Ω = Ω 1 × ⋯ × Ω D involves ∏ i = 1 i = D N n i nodes.
We can notice that the number of degrees of freedom increases exponentially with the dimension of the space. On the contrary, by assuming the separated representation (1) the number of degrees of freedom reduces to: N × (∑ i = 1 i = D N n i ) proving that the complexity scales linearly with the dimension of the space.
In the next section we are revisiting the algorithm proposed in [2] for building-up the separated representation. For the sake of simplicity we restrict our description to a 2D model. In Section 3 the algorithm will be generalized to higher dimensions. The algorithm proceeds iteratively and at each iteration a term of the sum (1) is computed. This kind of representation involves two levels of adaptivity. The first level consists of the number of sums that must be computed to attain a certain precision; however it is clear that considering the more and more terms in Eq. (1) the solution converges to the one associated to the fully tensorial product of the bases defined on each mesh of each domain Ω i . The second level of adaptivity lies in the refinement that must be applied to each mesh of each domain Ω i to enhance the solution accuracy.
In this paper we are analyzing the first level of adaptivity, the second one being a work in progress. The error estimator here considered is based on the solution of the so-called dual problem, deeply analyzed in numerous works referenced in Section 5.
We illustrate in the next section the separated representation procedure for solving multidimensional models. In Section 3 we introduce a tensorial notation as a general framework to define separated representations of generic multidimensional models. In Section 4 we address some considerations on the solution error. The coupling between the error estimator based on the use of the so-called dual problem and the separated representation is then described in Section 5 and different numerical examples are analyzed in Section 6.
Illustrating the separated representation solver
For the sake of simplicity we are considering a simple 2D model in which the unknown field depends on the coordinates x and y each one defined on its associated domain Ω x and Ω y respectively. Now, the solution is searched in the form:
where the different functions F i (x) and G i (y) are a priori unknown being computed during the solution process. In order to build-up this separated representation, an iterative algorithm is proposed. If we assume that the first n functions in the sum have been already computed, the next iteration consists in finding the best functions R(x) and S(y) such that the updated representation given by
satisfies the weak formulation. We are assuming a generic equation
where K and L are two differential linear operators (the non-linear case was addressed in [4] ). For the sake of simplicity we are assuming that the first one only involves derivatives with respect to the xcoordinate, the second one involving the derivatives with respect to the other coordinate. More general scenarios will be addressed in the next section. The weak form related to Eq. (4) can be written as:
Thus, the solution process requires at each iteration in the construction of the approximation Eq. (2) the computation of functions R(x) and S(y) involved in Eq. (3) . As this problem is nonlinear, the use of a linearization strategy is compulsory. The simplest choice consists of an alternating directions fixed point strategy that iterates, until reaching convergence, by computing R(x) (with S(y) given at the previous iteration of the non-linear solver) and then S(y) (from the just computed R(x)). We summarize both steps:
• When S(y) is assumed to be known, the trial function Ψ ⁎ appearing in Eq. (5) writes R ⁎ (x) ⋅ S(y), and then the weak form Eq. (5) reads:
Now, as all the functions depending on y are known, we can integrate Eq. (6) with respect to that coordinate. Thus, defining the following coefficients:
Eq. (6) reduces to:
• When R(x) is assumed to be known, the trial function Ψ ⁎ appearing in Eq. (5) writes R(x) ⋅ S ⁎ (y), and then the weak form Eq. (5) reads:
Now, as all the functions depending on x are known, we can integrate Eq. (9) with respect to that coordinate. Thus, defining the following coefficients:
Eq. (9) reduces to:
Eqs. (8) and (11) 
∥ b is verified ( being a small enough parameter). In our numerical experiments the number of iterations involved in this non-linear solution rarely exceeds some few iterations.
The computer implementation of these steps needs for a discrete representation of all the functions:
and S(y) using a finite element interpolation in their associated domains Ω x and Ω y . For this purpose we introduce the vectors M and N containing the shape functions associated with the meshes of Ω x and Ω y respectively.
, R and S represent the nodal description of the associated functions.
From Eqs. (8) and (11) we can notice that the following matrices should be computed to define their associated discrete forms:
Remark. These integrals take into account the specific character of each operator. For example integration by parts is used in second order operators, upwinding for stabilizing advective terms, etc.
Using this notation the discrete form related to Eqs. (8) and (11) results:
• For a given S (that implies Ψ*(x, y) = R*(x) ⋅ S(y))
• For a given R (that implies Ψ*(x, y) = R(x) ⋅ S*(y))
It must be noticed that the number of the degrees of freedom involved in such a non-linear solution is the sum of the degrees of freedom involved in each discretization (instead of the product that results in mesh based discretization strategies).
Finally, after convergence, the new approximation functions F n + 1 and G n + 1 are obtained directly from the converged R and S:
In our previous works we used as a stopping criterion of the enrichment process the norm of the residual. In those works we analyzed the convergence rate as a function of the number of terms in the finite sums decomposition [4] . In this work we are using other criteria based in a quantity of interest.
General framework
In this section we are introducing a tensor notation that allows generalizing the procedure described in the previous section to more general models.
Let Ω be a multidimensional domain involving the coordinates x 1 , x 2 , ⋯, x D (each one not necessarily one dimensional). The solution of the weak form
can be approximated by
whose tensor form writes:
Thus, the discrete form of Eq. (16) reads
where
and
Remark 1. The model solved in the previous section could be written as:
The enrichment step looks for the new candidates (R 1 , ⋯, R D ) for enriching the reduced separated approximation basis:
Within a fixed point alternating directions algorithm, we look at each iteration for the computation of a single function R j assuming all the others known. Thus, when one is looking for R j the test function writes
where the different terms of the discrete weak form read:
Finally, R j comes from the solution of the linear system:
We assume that the convergence is attained when the number of sums in the separated approximation of Ψ reaches the value N, i.e. when n F = N.
Reduced versus fully separated representations
It is easy to imagine that using a fully tensorial product of the basis related to each coordinate x 1 , ⋯, x D one could solve the discrete system associated with a generic PDE:
The error of such a computed solution Ψ with respect to the exact one Ψ ex depends on the mesh considered. If we assume n d nodes distributed on each domain
the number of approximation functions will be n 1 × ⋯ × n D . When we are using the strategy just described, in the limit case when N = n 1 × ⋯ × n D , the computed solution is the same that the hypothetical one that could have been computed by using a fully tensor product approximation basis.
Thus, a first possibility to quantify the reduced separated approximation consists in computing
that writes:
where each term can be computed from:
Error estimator based on a dual formulation
This section aims at introducing an objective error assessment as a convergence criterion for the iterative scheme successively enriching the separated representation. The main goal is to compute the number of terms in the finite sums decomposition such that the error related to a certain quantity of interest is lower than a certain threshold value. The error assessment is performed on the basis of an arbitrary linear quantity of interest represented by a linear functional o(⋅). Thus, the enrichment scheme loops while the error in this quantity is larger than the prescribed tolerance and stops once the prescribed accuracy is reached.
Following the ideas introduced in [5, 6, 15] the error in the quantity of interest is represented using an auxiliary problem (denoted as dual or adjoint problem). This strategy has been widely used by many authors in the field of error estimation and adaptivity, using different error estimation techniques [1, [10] [11] [12] 14, [16] [17] [18] . Here, in order to obtain a proper error assessment, the exact solution of the auxiliary problem (also denoted as extractor) is simply replaced by a more accurate solution. In the context of PGD, this option is very effective and costless because it only requires performing some extra enrichment iterations for the adjoint problem.
In this section we are assuming a generic multidimensional model whose weak form writes 
The separated representation of Ψ at iteration n F writes:
where F i j is the discrete (nodal) form of F j (x i ). Now, we are interested in a certain function of Ψ, o(Ψ), of physical interest (the model output). In what follows we assume that the operator defining the output is linear. Thus, we could write
If this operator accepts a separated representation, that is:
then, the output can be evaluated from:
Now, the error on the output can be evaluated by solving the socalled dual problem:
whose discrete form writes:
where O was already defined and where A T is given by
A good error estimation needs for an accurate solution of the dual problem. Within the separated representation framework the solution of the dual problem (45) (assumed accurate enough) can be written as:
Now, the error in the output can be evaluated:
whose discrete counterpart writes:
that is easily computed from:
Numerical results
In this section we are addressing some simple numerical examples in order to illustrate the capabilities of the error estimator previously proposed. In these examples neither the model parameters not the particular form of the outputs have physical sense.
Poisson equation with exact solution of the dual problem
We consider the 2D harmonic problem defined in Ω = Ω x × Ω y = (0, 1) × (0, 1) with homogeneous boundary conditions:
sinðiπxÞ ⋅ sinðiπyÞ ð 51Þ whose exact solution writes:
In what follows we consider the following output:
that corresponds to the dual problem:
whose exact solution is also known:
To avoid the effect of the eventual numerical error related to a numerical solution of the dual problem, in what follows we consider the exact solution of the dual problem (55).
We are computing two errors:
• Error estimator based on the solution of the dual problem
where in the first simulations we consider Φ = Φ ex given by Eq. (55).
• Exact error
We can notice in Fig. 1 that the error decays as expected very fast. It can be also noticed in that figure that due to the particular form of the error, the introduction of new terms in the finite sums decomposition does not affect in the same way the evolution of the error. Thus, the introduction of the second term in the decomposition does not affect the errors defined in Eqs. (56) and (57). However, the introduction of the third term in the decomposition reduces in more than one order of magnitude both errors. Fig. 1 also compares the evolution of both errors given by Eqs. (56) and (57). Theoretically both expressions must give the same results, but slight differences are noticed from the 7th iteration. We must recall that the error at the 7th iteration is lower than 10 − 7 and then the differences noticed have not an impact on the overall technique. On the other hand, these slight differences can be explained from the fact that both errors are subjected to the approximation, discretization and integration errors that affect differently both error expressions. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the residual using the L 2 -norm. We can notice that the residual decreases monotonically during the first 20 iterations. This behavior was expected, because the exact solution (52) consists of a sum of 20 terms. Thus, the main part of the residual is captured in 20 iterations and further enrichments improve very slightly the residual because they try to capture the different approximation and discretization errors. In any case, when the sum reaches the 20 terms, the residual norm is of order 10 − 10 . Fig. 1 . Error evolution. Fig. 2 . Evolution of the residual L 2 -norm.
Until now, the analyzed problem had a known solution of the dual problem. In the next section we consider a slightly different model.
Poisson equation involving a numerical solution of the dual problem
In this section we consider three different primal problems:
• Problem 1:
sinðiπxÞ ⋅ sinðiπyÞ ð 59Þ
• Problem 2:
• Problem 3:
all of them defined in Ω = Ω x × Ω y = (0, 1) × (0, 1) with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. In the three cases the output was done by:
whose associated dual problem writes:
whose exact solution is not given "a priori".
Remark 2. Problem 3 involves the same primal and dual problems.
Remark 3. Problems 2 and 3 imply non-separable solutions, i.e. their solutions cannot be expressed exactly from a finite sum of functional products.
Remark 4. When models involve non-separated right hand members, before performing the solution, the right hand members should be separated up to a given precision, by invoking the singular value decomposition or our separated representation algorithm itself. This practice does not involve major difficulties as noticed in [8] and [19] .
It is well known [10] that the use of the error estimator described in the previous section (Section 5) needs a more accurate solution of the dual problem than of the primal one. In order to check this requirement in the separated representation framework we are considering different ways of solving the dual problem:
• The dual problem is solved until convergence. Its solution represents the finest one and it will be the reference one.
• The dual problem is solved with two times more terms in the finite sums decomposition than the primal one. Its solution will be noted as dual × 2.
• The finite sums decomposition of the dual problem involves two more terms than the solution of the primal one. This solution will be noted as dual + 2.
• The finite sums decomposition of the dual problem involves one more term than the solution of the primal one. This solution will be noted as dual + 1.
• Both primal and dual solutions consist of the same number of terms in their separated representations. This solution is noted as dual × 1.
Figs. 3-5 show the convergence analysis of Problem 1, Problem 2 and Problem 3 respectively. The results depicted in Fig. 4 prove that the computed error is quite insensible to the way in which the dual problem is solved. Moreover, we can notice that the error decreases monotonically with the number of terms involved in the finite sums decomposition.
In the other two problems the reference solution of the dual problem defined the upper bound of the estimated error as noticed in Figs. 5 and 6. We can also remark that the evolution of the error is no more decreasing monotonically. Finally, it is important to note that in both cases, as expected, the worst error estimation lies in the use of the same number of terms in the decomposition for both the dual and the primal problem.
In the context of finite elements discretizations when the solutions of the primal and dual problems are computed using the same mesh the Galerkin orthogonality implies a null residual, fact that implies the necessity of solving the dual problem using a finer mesh. When the three just referred problems were solved by using a standard finite element discretization instead of the separated representation, a zero error estimation was obtained when using the same meshes for solving both the primal and the dual problems. In the separated representation framework this situation is slightly different, less severe in general, because the orthogonality is only attained when the separated representation involves all the sums of the fully tensor product of the one-dimensional bases. If we consider only a reduced number of terms in the decomposition the orthogonality is not activated, except if both dual and primal problems are the same, as was the case in Problem 3 in which we can notice that the solutions Fig. 3 . Error evolution associated with Problem 1. Fig. 4 . Error evolution associated with Problem 2.
consisting of the same sums give a null error estimation as shown in Fig. 6 .
Solving a 3D model
Homogenization is a usual procedure in solid mechanics. The simplest one concerns the linear behavior of microstructured materials. For this purpose a 3D problem must be solved within a representative volume with quite simple boundary conditions. For accounting for all the microstructural details very fine meshes must be preferably used, however, fine meshes imply important computation time and computer resources. In this case the use of separated representations could be an appealing choice [9] . However, in some applications, the primal field is not the field of interest, and then one must define a more appropriate error estimator as a stopping criterion for the enrichment of a separated representation. This section focuses in this issue.
We are again solving the Laplace equation (as the one that usually appears in thermal homogenization) in Ω = Ω x × Ω y × Ω z = (0, 1) whose solution is subjected to an affine field on the domain boundary, as for example:
The output chosen in this numerical test was given by:
that corresponds to the dual problem
that is associated to null Dirichlet boundary conditions. The conductivity tensor k(x) that was assumed isotropic, i.e. k(x)= k(x)I (I being the unit tensor), was built-up from a sum of 10 terms consisting of sinus functions with different frequencies and phase angles. Thus, we can define a conductivity varying in the interval [0, 1], where the highest values were depicted in red in Fig. 6 and the regions with lowest conductivity were represented in blue. Fig. 7 represents the evolution of the estimated error with the number of terms involved in the separated representation. We can notice that despite the fact that the residual decreases monotonically, the estimated error follows a different tendency. Thus, numerous enrichments that contribute to decrease the residual do not contribute to decrease the error associated to the output under consideration. Table 1 depicts the second and the 17th functions of the decomposition. We can notice that the first functions are smoother that the last ones that exhibit higher "frequencies". We don't represent all the decomposition modes to avoid too cloudy images.
Remark 5. When the heat model is not isotropic there are terms involving crossed derivatives. The treatment of this kind of models does not introduce major difficulties. In fact this situation was found in the models treated in some of our former works [2, 3] .
Solving a highly multidimensional model
The numerical tests performed in the previous sections only involved 2D or 3D problems, which can also be solved without major difficulties by using a standard finite element discretization. However, when the dimension of the space increases, standard discretizations fail, and in our knowledge only sparse grids [7] or separated representations can be applied. The former technique can be successfully applied in spaces of moderate dimensions, whereas the last one has proved its ability for solving models defined in spaces Fig. 5 . Error evolution associated with Problem 3. Fig. 6 . Material conductivity. Fig. 7 . Evolution of the estimated error. Table 1 Functions F i j , with j = 2 and j = 17, involved in the separated representation of Ψ(x).
involving an extremely high number of dimensions (hundreds in some cases) [2, 3, 8] .
In this section we are applying the error estimator previously presented to a simple model defined in a space consisting of 10 dimensions.
The primal problem involves the field Ψ(x 1 , ⋯, 
Fig . 8 depicts the evolution of the estimated error. We can observe that the error only evolves significantly during the first 20 enrichments, because the problem admits a solution that can be represented separately by means of 20 sums. We can also notice that the error exhibits some plateaus in which the error does not evolve despite the solution enrichment. Even if the equation residual is decreasing monotonically, the error in the output quantity exhibits a different behavior, and as Figs. 7 and 8 proves, many modes contributing to the reduction of the residual do not contribute to reduce the error.
Conclusions
This paper presents a first attempt to define a useful error estimator for solvers operating in highly multidimensional models. Until now, this kind of models was untractable because the curse of dimensionality. Recently, we proposed a new technique based on a reduced separated representation in which the solution is approximated by a finite sums decomposition. We verified in some of our former works that for some differential operators (elliptic and symmetric) the computed decomposition is very close to the one resulting from the application of the singular value decomposition to the exact solution, proving the computed decomposition optimality. This technique was extended to non-linear and non-elliptic models in [4] . However, an important issue remains unsolved, the stopping criterion in the enrichment process. We verified numerically that the residual is not the best criterion when we are interested in some output of physical interest other than the residual itself.
Here we proposed the use of an error estimator based on the solution of the so-called dual problem as stopping criterion of the enrichment process. The proposed strategy allows accurate solutions of general models and the first numerical tests included in this paper proved its ability. However different questions remain open, needing further developments: (i) the extension of the error estimator to transient multidimensional models; (ii) the inclusion of more complex outputs (eventually non-linear); and (iii) the definition of some pertinent criteria able to adapt the mesh in each coordinate for reaching further improvements of the solution (until now the accuracy limit is dictated by the meshes considered in each direction and that remain unchanged during the whole solution process).
